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Nomenclature in order of appearance  

pdin Dynamic pressure, [bar][psi] 
ph  Hydrostatic pressure, [bar][psi] 
Δpa  Annular pressure loss, [bar][psi] 
ρe   Equivalent circulating density (ECD), [kg/m3][lbm/ft3] 
h   Depth, [m][ft] 
ρm  Mud density, [kg/m3][lbm/ft3] 
ρc   Cutting density, [kg/m3][lbm/ft3] 
Cc   Concentration of annular cutting 
Vc   Volume of cuttings, [m3][ft3] 
Va   Volume of the annulus, [m3][ft3] 
dbit  Bit diameter, [mm][in] 

ROP  Rate of penetration, [m/h][ft/h] 
t   Time, [h,min,s] 
D   Casing or open hole size, [mm][in] 
d   Drill pipe (or casing in case of CWD) diameter, [mm][in]  
L   Length of well, [m][ft] 
vr   Net rise velocity, [m/s][ft/s]  
va   Annular velocity, [m/s][ft/s] 
V   Original volume, [m3][ft3] 
ΔT  Temperature change, [°C][°F] 
ΔV  Change of volume [ft3][m3] 
β   Coefficient of thermal expansion 
dc   Diameter of cutting, [mm][in] 
ρc   Density of cutting, [kg/m3][lbm/ft3] 
μ   Viscosity of mud, [mPas][cP] 
Q  Volume flow rate, [l/min][gpm] 
A  Cross section, [m2][in2] 
μp   Plastic viscosity, [mPas][cP]  
τ0   Yield point, [N/m2][lb/100ft2] 
Dh  Diameter of the hole, [mm][in] 
Dp  Outer diameter of the drill pipe (casing), [mm][in] 
D   Conduit diameter, [m][in] 
vact  Actual Fluid velocity, [m/min][ft/min]  
ρ   Fluid density, [kg/m3] [lbm/ft3] 

      Shear stress, [Pa] [psi]  
τ300     Shear stress at 300 rpm, [Pa] [psi]  
τ600     Shear stress at 600 rpm, [Pa] [psi]  

   Shear rate  

0   Yield point, [Pa][lb/100ft2]  

K   Consistency index Pasn,  
n   Flow behavior index [dimensionless] 
k   Permeability, [mD] 
q   Flow rate, [l/min][gpm] 
Qf   Filtrate volume per unit area, [cm3/cm2]  
b   Specific filter cake volume 
nr   Rotation rate, [rps] 
θ   Propeller’s angle with the horizontal, [°]  
kwmudy  Permeability measured on the sample exposed to mud filtration, [mD]   
kw   Original water permeability, [mD]    
kwr  Return permeability, [%] 

         Permeability reduction constant 
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1. BEVEZETÉS 

A béléscsővel való fúrás egy merőben új technológia mely lehetővé teszi, hogy 

a fúrólyukat egyszerre fúrják, béléscsövezzék és szelvényezzék. Ez a típusú művelet 

szükségtelenné teszi a fúrószár ki és beépítését, költséghatékonyabb és 

biztonságosabb, mint a hagyományos fúrás. Egy kút fúrásához szükséges idő 20-30 

%-al csökkenthető és segít a váratlan események kiküszöbölésében (beáramlás, 

omló-duzzadó rétegek, omló rétegek, kulcslyukképződés) és csökkenti a költségeket.  

Ennek a technológiának a használatával a béléscső továbbítja a mechanikus 

és hidraulikus energiát a fúróhoz a hagyományos fúrószár helyett. A fúrást kétféle 

módszerrel végezhetik, az egyik, amikor a béléscsövet forgatják és azt a fúrócső 

helyett is használják, a másik, amikor a kút mélyítéséhez talpi fúrómotort 

alkalmaznak bővítő fúróval. Ekkor a lyuktalpi szerszám-összeállítás dróthuzallal 

távolítható el a béléscső pedig helyben marad. 

A béléscsővel való fúrás alkalmazásával alapvetően megváltoztak a 

hagyományos fúrás geometriai és hidraulikai viszonyait. Az iszaptechnológia követi 

az ipari igényeket a legfontosabb azonban a rétegkárosítás csökkentése és ennek 

érdekében a legalkalmasabb iszap kiválasztása. Ez a kérdés még fontosabb, ha egy 

kútban nagy a hőmérséklet és/vagy a nyomás, mint például béléscső befúrásnál, 

ahol a gyűrűstéri nyomásveszteségek magasak.  

Egy nagy hőmérsékletű és nyomású (HTHP) kút tervezésekor két nagyon fontos 

dolgot kell figyelembe venni, a repesztési gradiens és a pórusnyomás közötti határ 

igen alacsony és hogy a HTHP kutakban a dinamikus öblítési sűrűség (ECD) magas, 

mely nehezen kontrollálható folyadékveszteséghez vezethet. Ennél fogva a helyes 

iszapválasztás kritikus pont. Az alkalmazott folyadéknak extrém hőmérsékleten és 

nyomáson is stabilnak kell maradni és optimális reológiával kell bírnia, hogy 

minimalizálja az ECD-t. 

A nyomáskülönbség és a túlellensúlyozott fúrási körülmények miatt mielőtt az 

iszaplepény teljesen kialakul a fúróiszap három különböző úton is a rétegbe jut. Az 

öblítő folyadékok szilárd szemcséket tartalmaznak, mint a nehezítő anyagok, 

melyek szintén behatolnak a tároló kőzetének pórusaiba csökkentve ezzel az 

áteresztőképességüket.   

A kiszűrődés az egyik legösszetettebb iszapjellemző, hiszen majdnem minden 

paraméter, reológia, összetétel és szemcseméret eloszlás változtatás befolyással bír 

rá és így a rétegkárosító hatásra is. Nagy hőmérsékleten és nagy nyomáson melyet a 

béléscső befúrási technika okoz e hatások még jelentősebbek. 

Az ECD meghatározása nagyon fontos, hiszen ez kritikus eleme a kúttalpi 

nyomás a rétegnyomás és a károsítás kontrollálásának. Hagyományos modellek 

használata a béléscső befúrás vizsgálatánál nem megfelelő, mert a béléscső és 

lyukfal közti távolság miatt különleges tervezést igényel.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Casing Drilling24 is an emerging technology for drilling and casing as well 

simultaneously. This process eliminates drill-string tripping and is more cost-

efficient and safer than conventional rotary drilling in most cases. It can cut the 

time required to drill a well by 20 to 30%, helps avoid unscheduled events (kicks, 

unintentional sidetracks, casing wear, hole problems due to swab and surge 

pressures, and formations of sloughing and swelling) and reduces costs. 

Using this technology the casing is used to transmit mechanical and hydraulic 

energy to the bit, instead of using a conventional drill-string. Two different methods 

exist in this technology: a casing is used and rotated as a conventional drill-string 

with a fixed bit on its end and the other option is when the bottom hole assembly is 

positioned inside the lower end of the casing which can be retrieved with a wireline 

to access bits, mud motor, underreamers, MWD/LWD, and other components while 

leaving the casing in place. 

The problem which really has to be solved is the evaluation and optimization of 

the well hydraulic in relation with casing drilling. Developing drilling mud 

technology follows the industrial needs but in the interest of reducing formation 

damage the objective is choosing the most suitable drilling mud. It is even more 

important question when the pressure and temperature in a well is high as in case 

of Casing Drilling the annular pressure loss is higher than conventional drilling. 

Before designing a HTHP well there are two important facts which must be 

considered, the margin between the fracture gradient and the pore pressure is 

small3 what is critical in the design of the well. HTHP wells usually have high ECD 

(Equivalent Circulating Density) that leads to lost circulation problems that 

becomes difficult to control. The choice of accurate mud density is critical due to 

the narrow margin between the pore pressure and the fracture gradient. The 

applied mud has to be stable under extreme temperature and pressure conditions 

and has to have optimized rheology to minimize ECD.   

On the effect of pressure differences and overbalanced drilling conditions before 

the filter cake is fully formed drilling mud invades the formation. Drilling fluids 

contain solids (drilled solids, weighting materials) that also invade the pores of the 

reservoir rocks reducing their permeability.  

Filtration rate is one of the most complex mud properties because it may be 

influenced by almost any change in other properties- rheology, composition and 
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particle size distribution- and in this way its effect on formation damage. At 

elevated temperatures and at higher pressures caused by the special geometry of 

Casing Drilling these effects are more significant. 

The determination of an accurate equivalent circulating density (ECD) is the 

most important, because it is critical for controlling safely the wellbore pressure, 

formation pressure and skin damage. However, conventional hydraulic models 

cannot be used with necessary accuracy for casing drilling operations because the 

mechanical design, method of drilling and the clearance between casing and the 

wellbore require particular considerations. 

2. OBJECTIVES 

Due to the ongoing depletion of available hydrocarbon reserves, the oil and gas 

industry was impelled to explore in more challenging depths and complex geological 

formations recently. This study aims at providing new information/data for 

improved hydraulics and the support of drilling mud selection when drilling into 

unusual depths and formation structures, particularly at high temperature high 

pressure (HTHP) conditions.  

HTHP wells are defined as follows: the "undisturbed” bottomhole temperature is 

higher than 300° F (149 °C) and/or the pore pressure exceeds 0.8 psi/ft (0.2 

bar/m).22 

Since most HTHP wells contain condensates or gas under extreme pressure and 

temperature, special attention should be paid to planning the casing process as 

well. 

However, despite all the precautions and proper geo-technical planning, 

unanticipated problems may arise, so the application of non-conventional methods 

may be necessary to make a well productive. Applying casing drilling in deeper or 

deviated wells is effective as a drilling method but requires challenging planning 

because of the special well geometry and therefore the unusual well hydraulics. 

Planning the hydraulics of a HTHP Casing Drilling can be really difficult as due 

to special sizes and temperatures the conventional calculations might not be 

enough accurate. My objective is to give an accurate calculation technique for ECD 

in high temperature environment that would be useful not only for casing drilling 

but conventional drilling applications as well. 

Also an objective is to present measurements to prove the permeability damage 
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the higher annular pressures can cause in the productive formations and that by 

applying properly formulated drilling fluid the permeability damage can be 

controlled even at very high temperatures. 

My aim is to indite a complex interrelation that takes temperature into 

consideration in planning of a new operation. Its importance is great as by this fluid 

circulating operation can be optimized and losses, influxes and formation damage 

can be minimized. My research also reveals the fact that by applying the 

appropriate drilling method and providently designed drilling fluids, the damage of 

the productive reservoirs can be decreased and that temperature is always an 

important parameter what should be considered. It can also be useful for further 

study as better understanding of permeability damage at elevated temperatures is 

advantageous for correct reservoir characteristics calculations and production 

estimation. 

3. BACKGROUND 

The international literature deals with the introduction of casing drilling from 

the beginning of the second half of 90s. In the first 5 years the Mobil and the Amoco 

companies started to apply casing drilling, they recognized advantages in the 

application of the technique firstly in the case of penetrating transition zones23 and 

low pressure reservoirs as well as placing liners.28 

Currently the technique of casing drilling spreads rapidly. The application was 

extended for placing surface- and/or safety casing string12 and was also applied for 

directional and horizontal drilling. In the development of machineries of the new 

drilling technique the TESCO company attained achievements16. 

Casing drilling is a brand new method which provides the possibility for drilling 

and casing at the same time. The well is drilled by applying either rotated casing or 

down-hole motor. It can provide bottom-hole measuring as well. 

The calculation of equivalent circulating density (ECD) in Casing Drilling 

operations considered in this thesis. During circulation, the total bottom-hole 

pressure is the sum of the hydrostatic pressure and annular pressure loss. This 

can be also described as dynamic pressure (Equation 1, 2). 

The well geometry in casing drilling is a major difference from conventional 

drilling (Fig.1). The ratio of hole to pipe diameter is close to unity. The internal 

diameter of a casing is large therefore there is relatively little pressure loss inside 
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the casing. However, the casing drilling annulus provides more restricted flow so 

that higher than normal annular pressure losses are encountered. 

 

Fig. 1.  

The calculation of the bottom-hole pressure, during drilling operations, is very 

important. In most casing drilling situations the ECD will be higher than the ECD 

in conventional drilling, even though a lower flow rate may be used9. 

The most important part of the circulation is that drilled cuttings by the drilling 

fluid flow should be emerged from the well; in the interest of this the adequate 

selection of the circulating fluid is important. It is essential that the formation 

should be able to hold the hydrostatic pressure of the entire circulating fluid 

without any damage; if it is not accomplished then mud loss must be counted. 

Depending on the pressure and the type of the formation the transport of the 

cuttings to the surface can be done by different circulating fluid: drilling mud, 

water, viscous gels, nitrogen and foam. 

The annular up flow velocity can cause problems especially in the case of low-

pressure formations since the increase of the up flow velocity entails increased ECD 

thus increasing the down hole pressure. In case of elevated temperature and in 

casing drilling operations where the ECD is already higher this can cause damages 

or loss circulation problems. 

Every characteristic related to the well must be considered which can play a role 

in the success of the operation. The depth of the well determines the dimension of 

the casing needed. Dimensions of casing have an influence on the annular flow 

velocity of the liquid, thus on the selection of the mud as well. It can be easily 

assessed with calculations what dimension of casing will be the most suitable. If the 

selected diameter is big, the specific annular volume decreases which results the 

increase of the flow velocity at the same pump rate. 

In normal pressure wells nonweighted drilling mud can be used where the 

pressure gradient is 0.1-0.106 bar/m (0.434-0.465 psi/ft). At overpressure wells 
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the usage of high-density mud is necessary where the pressure gradient is more 

than 0.106 bar/m (0.465 psi/ft).  

When dealing with high temperature formation mud additives are chosen 

accurately but in this case we always should correct mud parameters for the exact 

circumstances. Mud parameters such as density, viscosity and therefore cutting 

carrying capability are all influenced by high temperature. 

4. ADVANTAGES OF CASING DRILLING APPLICATIONS 

The procedure, patented by the Tesco Co., allows the well to be drilled by 

standard casing. This method eliminates the application of the drill pipe and the 

drill collar, run-in (RIH) and pull-out (POOH) of the hole.  

Drawing of the drilling tool is performed through wireline, compared boring- 

with casing times on the basis of practical results the time saving is more than 

30%25. Further time saving can be reached by the fact, that the frequency of 

unscheduled events decreases, thus increasing the security, and costs decrease as 

well. This technique can be applied to directional and horizontal drilling and can be 

almost connected to all rigs (e.g. conventional directional tools). 

Conventional drilling problems can be eliminated with the application of casing 

drilling, they are: swelling clay, drilling unconsolidated formations, swabbing effects 

can be decreased by reduced motions of drill stem, casing damages can be avoided, 

any other borehole problems can be avoided as well. 

Additional costs can be mostly eliminated with the application of casing drilling, 

which ensure solutions of drilling problems. Problems of RIH/POOH can be 

eliminated, as the result of which it is a fast, safe and economical drilling 

procedure. 

4.1. MACHINERY OF CASING DRILLING 

Instead of conventional RIH/POOH only the running- in of each casings is 

necessary, by this means the height of the mast can be reduced, lifting devices were 

changed in a large extent too. 

In casing drilling tasks of the drill stem fall to the casing, so to transfer 

mechanical and hydraulic energy to the bit. Instead of power tong contracting the 

casing a much more efficient hydraulic system was developed, which is suitable for 

making up of casings. Top drive and Torque drive are used. (Additional photos see 
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in the Appendix) 

With these auxiliary tools, the casing drilling can be performed by any 

conventional drilling rigs.  

While drilling rigs performed with casing can be used with any drilling mast, it 

is more efficient, if the mast is specifically designed for this operation.   

For this purpose partly new-generation hydraulic drilling masts are applied 

which are hybrid towers, they are suitable for both drilling, partly ones, which can 

be used only for casing drilling. Such drilling rig operates in Canada, where casing 

handling is automated. The casing can be hoisted without human assistance from 

pipe rack and can be fit into the drill stem. This rig did its first drilling in July 1999 

in Canada.17 

The efficiency of rigs developed for casing drilling30,31: 

 Lighter superstructure, mast; general and transportation cost diminishes. 

 Eliminating pipe-handling systems, decreasing human employment and 

increasing the safety. 

 In one kind of cases buying, transporting and maintaining the drill pipe and 

drill collar can be omitted. 

 Decrease of performance, less repairing cost. 

 Circulation pressure loss diminishes and repeating RIH/POOH can fail to 

come about. 

4.1.1. BOTTOMHOLE ASSEMBLY 

Two solutions of the application of bits are known: 

a. The bit is assembled to the bottom of the casing; it cannot be changed, and 

POOH later either. Then the casing provides functions of the drill pipe, the bit 

connected to the bottom of casing remains on the casing after drilling the section. 

(Fig. 2/a) 

b. Near the casing shoe a drill-lock assembly is run in, which locks the bottom-hole 

assembly in the casing26 (Fig 2./b). The assembly stands the compressive and 

tensile force. The drill-lock assembly transmitting torque is assembled to the 

casing, which helps the resistance to torque. The landing head locks the bottom-

hole assembly in the drill-lock assembly run in the casing. Tools are drawn to the 

surface by means of wireline.   

Most frequently wireline operations are used for changing the bit, but they are 
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suitable for performing other operation as well, for example RIH/POOH the 

direction drilling tool, the drilling motor or the core-bit. 

The bottom-hole assembly usually is the following: 

 Bit 

 Underreamer (according to the dimension of casing) provides the adequate 

diameter for the casing and for the following cementing 

 

 

Figure 2/a 

The bit is fixed at the lower end of the drill-stem mounted in casing 
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 Drilling motor 

 Downhole Measurement instruments (MWD,LWD) 

The newest application of casing drilling is the directional drilling with casing 

where a rotary steerable system or a steerable motor ( Fig.3.) is used to drill 

inclined. The surface equipment is the same as for vertical application. The same 

casing accessories and the same retrievable system are used. With this machinery 

the same good quality well can be achieved as in case of vertical casing drilling. 

Although directional or horizontal well hydraulics differ from vertical. This can be 

another exciting and challenging area of research.  

 

Figure 2/b (C.D. Technical Presentation,20045) 

The bottomhole assembly in the drill-lock assembly runs inside casing 
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5. CASING DRILLING HYDRAULICS 

A critical point of practice is the control of formation pressure, where static and 

dynamic fluid pressures are used to maintain sidewall stability. Most of the drilling 

processes are implemented overbalanced which means that the bottomhole 

pressure during drilling is higher than the formation pressure in each drilled 

section. In case of too high fluid pressure, the differential pressure between pore 

pressure and fracture pressure will drastically fall, which in an extreme case might 

lead to drilling induced fracturing and total fluid loss. High temperature has 

influence on wellbore stability by changing compressive stress. Thermal stress must 

be considered when calculating safety margins. Bottomhole pressure during 

circulating is determined as the sum of hydrostatic pressure and annular pressure 

loss.7 This is called total pressure or dynamic pressure. 

                   (1) 

                    (2) 

 

Figure 3 (T. Warren,2004) 

Bottom hole assembly with steerable motor 
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        (3) 

Where: pdin is dynamic pressure, ph is hydrostatic pressure, Δpa is annular 

pressure loss, ρe is equivalent circulating density (ECD), and h is depth 

In this thesis I wish to reflect on the temperature dependence of ECD therefore 

it is expedient to study the factors separately.  

Calculations for circulation of drilling fluids and for hydraulics can be found in 

the literature11. I have chosen those that are suitable for calculations for casing 

while drilling. 

5.1. HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE CALCULATION 

Hydrostatic pressure is defined by average mud density and cutting 

concentration in the annulus.  

                             (4) 

Where:  ρm is mud density, ρc is cutting density, Cc is the concentration of 

annular cutting and    is the concentration of solids in mud. 

Cutting concentration is the function of the size and volume of the annulus 

which in case of casing drilling is smaller than in case of conventional drilling.  

   
  

  
         (5) 

Where: Vc is the volume of cuttings and Va is the volume of the annulus. 

This value is continuously changed as drilling goes ahead and the bit moves on 

to newer formations. 

   
    
       

         
        (6) 

Where: dbit is bit diameter, ROP is rate of penetration, t is time, D is casing or 

open hole size, d is drill pipe (or casing in case of CWD) diameter and L is length of 

well 

Equation 6 also gives a volume/volume concentration. 

Besides these the rise velocity of the drilling fluid also effects the cutting 
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concentration. The net rise velocity (vr) is given as follows: 

vr = va-vslip        (7) 

Annular velocity va is given by the volume of flow rate divided by the annular 

area. Slip velocity is also a factor which refers to the sinking of the cuttings in the 

annulus and expressed as: 

      
                   

  
            

     (8) 

Where: dc is the diameter of cutting, ρc is the density of cutting, ρm is mud 

density and μ is the viscosity of mud 

This value is influenced by viscosity and viscosity is influenced by temperature. 

Increasing temperature decreases the viscosity of the applied drilling fluid and from 

Equation 8 it can be seen it means a higher slip velocity what causes lower cutting 

carry index. Viscosity reduction had been measured by Fann M50 HTHP rheometer. 

Three different drilling mud's viscosity changes can be seen in Table 1 and 

graphically on Fig. 4. 

 

Table 1. Viscosity reduction 

Temperature 

(°C) 
Mud 1 Mud 2 Mud 3 

25 12 cP 16 cP 21 cP 

200 3 cP 4 cP 4 cP 
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Decreasing viscosity has decreasing effect on pressures and pressure losses so 

specially in case of casing drilling where the narrow annulus causes higher 

pressures than in conventional drilling. Viscosity reduction in this case can be 

beneficial. High temperature is deteriorative for hole cleaning and cutting carrying 

and suspension. Although cuttings carrying index is an important parameter when 

defining the flow rate so examining temperature's effect on viscosity is necessary.  

It seems from the previous equations mud density and other mud parameters 

that effect annular pressure losses, such as plastic viscosity and yield point, have a 

significant influence on wellbore stability.  

Although when defining the necessary density temperature that affects drilling 

fluid in a deep hole, should be considered.  

There are water- or oil-based drilling fluids and these, like every other material, 

have coefficient of thermal expansion. This means that drilling fluids volume 

increases and density decreases by temperature. Downhole mud density can be 

calculated by the well known density equation but at drilling operations density is 

measured at the surface. 

 

Figure 4 

Comparison of the temperature dependence of viscosity 
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Expansion of water:  

 

 

If we consider this little table and the values, it can be seen that even at 90 °C 

the volume increasing is significant. If we add that in HTHP wells' (especially in 

Hungary) high (~200°C) bottomhole temperature is not uncommon we can admit 

temperature is not negligible.  

Thermal expansion33 is the tendency of matter to change in volume when the 

temperature is changing. When a substance is heated, its particles begin moving 

more and therefore reach a greater average separation. The degree of expansion 

divided by the change in temperature is called the material's coefficient of thermal 

expansion and generally a function of temperature change. (Equation 9) 

  
 

 
 
  

  
 
 
       (9) 

Where V is original volume, ΔT is the temperature change, ΔV is the change of 

volume and β is the coefficient of thermal expansion. This equation can be modified 

for density change as follows: 

   
 

 
 
  

  
 
 
       (10) 

Where ρ is density and β is the measure of change in density on constant 

pressure to the effect of temperature change. 

Coefficient of thermal expansion for water at 20°C is 207 [10-6/°K]. 

No matter that water- or oil-based the drilling fluid is the consequences are the 

same: with increasing of the temperature the volume of the base fluid expands and 

therefore its viscosity and its density decreases. In case of high temperature and 

high pressure wells this change can be significant and therefore the balancing of 

the formation can cease while circulation stops. Exemplifying this in numbers we 

get that a water based mud with 2 kg/m3 density at 90 °C is only 1.93 kg/m3 if we 

do not take pressure into account. However we need to count with pressure as well. 

Although the change is not that great in numbers we still have the expansion as the 

temperature increases even if the pressure increases, too. 

T (°C) 40 50 60 70 80 90 

ΔV (%) 0.8 1.2 1.7 2.2 2.9 3.6 
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I investigated the other component of dynamic pressure, the annular pressure 

loss, to draw up a more complex picture of the effects.  

5.2. ANNULAR PRESSURE LOSS CALCULATIONS 

To calculate ECD we need to determine annular pressure losses. In case of 

casing drilling we need to know pressure loss in the casing and in the annulus. The 

fluid flow can be laminar or turbulent, so we have to calculate annular pressure 

loss (Δ pa ) for both versions, and we also have to examine the two types of fluids 

rheological behavior- Bingham plastic and Power law. 

In general, if the actual flow velocity exceeds than critical velocity then the fluid 

flow is turbulent else it is laminar. 

Hydraulic equations in metric units: 

Actual flow velocity: 

A

Q
va           (11) 

Calculation of annular pressure loss can be done by the following equation: 

    
       

             
 
 

    

           
    (12) 

Where L is length, μp is plastic viscosity, τ0 is yield point, Dh is the diameter of 

the hole and Dp is the outer diameter of the drill pipe (casing). 

Eq. 12 shows that annular pressure loss is influenced by both, viscosity and 

flow velocity. It is expedient to describe the properties of drilling mud and the 

nature of fluid flow. 

5.2.1. TYPES OF FLOW 

A fluid flowing along of any cross-section has a stationary layer adjacent to the 

conduit wall. The velocity of this layer is zero and increases continuously until a 

maximum velocity at the center of the conduit. (Fig.5)  The sliding action of fluid 

layers is accompanied by shear stress which is dependent on the velocity and 

viscosity of the fluid.  

Viscosity is a property that controls the magnitude of the shear stress that 

develops when one layer of fluid slides over another.22 Viscosity is due to friction 
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between neighboring parcels of the fluid that are moving at different velocities. 

When fluid is forced through a tube, the fluid generally moves faster near the axis 

and very little near the walls, therefore some stress (such as a pressure difference 

between the two ends of the tube) is needed to overcome the friction between layers 

and keep the fluid moving. For the same velocity pattern, the stress is proportional 

to the fluid's viscosity. Viscosity is also dependent on the type and the temperature 

of fluid. Temperature largely affects the intermolecular distances. In our case 

distance between the molecules is increased with increasing temperature, which 

reduces the fluid viscosity. 

Generally speaking two types of flow exist: laminar flow and turbulent flow.  

In laminar flow pattern is smooth, with fluid layers moving parallel to the axis 

(Fig.5.). The velocities of the layers increase towards the middle and there a 

maximum velocity is reached. In this case shear resistance is independent of the 

pipe roughness and only influenced by sliding effect. Laminar flow has only 

longitudinal component and develops at low velocities.   

In oil wells when the mud viscosity is large and the velocity is low a special type 

of laminar flow occurs what is called plug flow. (Fig.6.) In this case there is a flat 

portion in the middle where the velocity of the layers is the same and there is no 

shear of the fluid. 

 

Figure 5 (H.Rabia) 

Laminar flow 
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In turbulent flow the pattern is random in both time and space which results 

two components of velocity: a longitudinal and a transverse component.(Fig.7.) The 

motion of particles in a direction normal to the longitudinal direction generates 

another shear resistance in addition to the laminar shear resistance. In a fully 

developed turbulent flow shear resistance can be many times the laminar value. 

In oil-well drilling turbulent flow should be avoided since turbulence can cause 

severe hole erosion. Pressure losses also increase with degree of turbulence. Higher 

pressure losses cause higher bottom hole pressure and higher ECD what increases 

the possibility of fluid loss and mud particles plug the pores of the formation is a 

higher range thus increasing the caused formation damage. 

In case of casing drilling where the equivalent circulating density is higher 

already because the higher pressure losses caused by special geometry, turbulent 

flow should be avoided as far as possible. For determining the type of flow it is 

convenient to use velocity, viscosity, density and the diameter of the conduit. These 

parameters are grouped to form a dimensionless number called the Reynolds 

number. In fluid mechanics, the Reynolds number (Re) is a dimensionless number 

that gives a measure of the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces and 

consequently quantifies the relative importance of these two types of forces for given 

flow conditions33. 

 

Figure 6 (H.Rabia) 

Plug flow 

 

Figure 7 (H.Rabia) 

Turbulent flow 
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The concept was introduced by George Gabriel Stokes in 1851, but the Reynolds 

number is named after Osborne Reynolds (1842–1912), who popularized its use in 

1883.  

Reynolds numbers frequently arise when performing dimensional analysis of 

fluid dynamics problems, and as such can be used to determine dynamic similitude 

between different experimental cases. 

   
           

 
      (13) 

Where D is the conduit diameter [in], v is fluid velocity [ft/min], ρ is fluid 

density [ppg] and μ is viscosity of the fluid [mPas]. 

The magnitude of the certain critical value where the flow type changes from 

laminar to turbulent depends on many factors such as pipe roughness, viscosity 

and proximity of vibration. When the Reynolds value is less than 2000 it is laminar 

flow. When it is between 2000 and 3000 the flow is transitional which is often 

described as plug flow. Re values of greater than 3000 the flow is turbulent. 

When we examine Equation 13 it is obvious that Reynolds number is a function 

of fluid viscosity and density which are temperature dependent. Therefore it is 

evident that the Reynolds number is also temperature dependent and as it is, type 

of flow may change with increasing temperature. 

5.2.2. TYPES OF FLUID 

Newtonian fluid: Due to shear force Newtonian fluids undergo irreversible 

deformation; they yield and have no yield point. A Newtonian fluid is defined by a 

 

Figure 8 (H.Rabia) 

Newtonian fluid 
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straight-line relationship between shear stress,  and shear strain,  with a slope 

(Fig. 8.) equal to the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.   

= p      (14) 

In this type of fluid viscosity is constant and is influenced by changes in 

temperature and pressure. Newtonian fluids are named after Isaac Newton, who 

first derived the relation between the rate of shear strain rate and shear stress for 

such fluids in differential form. These fluids include many of the most common 

fluids, such as water, most aqueous solutions, oils, corn syrup, glycerin, air and 

other gases. 

Non-Newtonian fluid: These fluids does not show a linear relationship between  

and . The viscosity of this type of fluid is not constant and proportional to shear 

stress or the duration of shear. For example: drilling mud and cement slurries. 

Three types of non-Newtonian fluids exist: 

-Bingham plastic fluid 

-Power law fluid 

-Time-dependent fluid 

Bingham plastic fluid: deformation takes place after a minimum value of shear 

stress is exceeded, this is yield point, 0 [lb/100ft2][N/m2]. Beyond this the 

relationship between   and   is also linear: (Fig.9.) 

 p0      (15) 

 

Figure 9 (H.Rabia) 

Bingham plastic fluid 
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The viscosity is constant and known as plastic viscosity, p which is dependent 

on temperature and pressure. It is named after Eugene C. Bingham who proposed 

its mathematical form.  

It is used as a common mathematical model of mud flow in drilling engineering, 

and in the handling of slurries. 

Determination of yield point and plastic viscosity:  

   Pa 4789.02 6003000       (16) 

   s*Pa   10*9374.0 3

300600p



    (17) 

Where: τ300 is the shear stress reading at 300 rpm and τ600 is the shear stress 

reading at 600 rpm on the viscosimeter. 

Power law fluid or the Ostwald–de Waele relationship: these are related to 

Newtonian fluids because the yield point is 0. The relation between  and  can be 

expressed with the following: 

nK       (18) 

Where K is consistency index Pa.sn, n is the flow behavior index which varies 

between 0 and 1 and γ is shear rate or velocity gradient. 

The value of n indicates the measure of non-Newtonian behavior and K shows 

the thickness of the fluid. When K is large the fluid is very thick. 

Power law relationship is linear on a log-log scale (Fig.10.). From this point flow 

behavior index is: 

300

600log32.3n



      (19) 

K is determined from the intersection: 

  sPa   4789.0
510

K
n

300

n








     (20) 

The Ostwald–de Waele power law is useful because of its simplicity, but only 

approximately describes the behavior of a real non-Newtonian fluid. For example, if 

n were less than one, the effective viscosity would decrease with increasing shear 

rate indefinitely, requiring a fluid with infinite viscosity at rest and zero viscosity as 

the shear rate approaches infinity, but a real fluid has both a minimum and a 
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maximum effective viscosity that depend on the physical chemistry at the molecular 

level. Therefore, the power law is only a good description of fluid behavior across the 

range of shear rates to which the coefficients were fitted.  

 

Power-law fluids can be subdivided into three different types of fluids based on 

the value of their flow behavior index: 

 <1 Pseudoplastic 

 1 Newtonian fluid 

 >1 Dilatant 

Pseudoplastic fluids:  

Pseudoplastic or shear-thinning fluids have a lower apparent viscosity at higher 

shear rates, and are usually solutions of large, polymeric molecules in a solvent 

with smaller molecules.  

Dilatant fluids:  

Dilatant or shear-thickening fluids increase in apparent viscosity at higher shear 

rates.  

The previously mentioned fluid types are shown on a combined diagram on 

Figure 11. 

 

Figure 10 (H.Rabia) 

Power law fluid 
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Time dependent fluid: These types of fluids change their viscosity with the 

duration of shear. There are two types of time dependent fluids: Rheopectic fluid is 

the rare property of some non-Newtonian fluids to show a time-dependent increase 

in viscosity; the longer the fluid undergoes shearing force, the higher its viscosity. 

Rheopectic fluids, such as some lubricants, thicken or solidify when shaken. The 

opposite type of behavior, in which fluids become less viscous the longer they 

undergo shear, is called thixotropic fluid and is much more common.(Fig.12) 

Examples of rheopectic fluid include gypsum pastes and printer inks. 

The above described parameters and equations that are the characteristics of 

fluid type and flow all show dependency of temperature. When dealing with a great 

temperature change, and in a high temperature extra deep well we do, then the 

 

Figure 11 (Wikipedia) 

Combined curve of the different type of fluid models 

 

Figure 12 

Thixotropic and Rheopectic fluid 
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change of these parameters is worth noting. The most adequate way of calculating 

this change-with or without a correction factor applied-will depend on the exact 

measurement data. 

As it can be seen from the previous description that drilling mud and cement 

slurries are described and behave as Bingham plastic or as Power law type non-

Newtonian fluid which usually flow laminar. During a drilling operation the 

knowledge of the fluid properties are necessary. For safe drilling formation pressure 

is controlled by the drilling mud hydrostatic pressure just greater than the 

formation pressure. It is overbalancing that provides an adequate safeguard against 

well kick. If a safe (100-200 psi) overbalancing is not fulfilled it would be 

underbalanced that leads to influx in which case we need to kill the well with 

correct well control methods and weighting the drilling mud. While high 

temperature can modify mud rheology it is obvious that hydrostatic pressure is also 

influenced by the changes so this also should be compensated.  

Naturally in case of a pre-planned underbalanced operation the incoming fluid 

content (or gas content) can be circulated out, without the need to pause the 

drilling operation, with appropriate surface equipment. This underbalanced type of 

operation is favorable for the reservoir since formation damage effect can be 

reduced to minimal. Unfortunately most of the drilling operations and specially 

casing drilling operations are conducted overbalanced for preventing influx.  

During a drilling operation in overpressured zones almost always encountered 

and correct well control knowledge is necessary in these kinds of unpredictable 

events. I wish to highlight the fact that calculations for mud properties or cement 

slurries on surface or in average depth wells cannot be precise in high or extremely 

high temperature wells where 200-220 °C can occur. Hungary is one of the places 

on Earth where the geothermal gradient is very high. Although even in Hungary 

explorations go deeper and the reservoirs are sometimes have poor properties even 

without formation damage. 

In Table 2 a collection of velocity and pressure loss calculation equations were 

summarized which are useful for pressure calculations for laminar or turbulent 

fluid flow under normal circumstances. In case of a high or extremely high 

temperature (thermal) well these calculation should be modified because of the 

significant change in fluid parameters.  
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Table 2. 

Formula summary 
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6. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS OF DRILLING FLUID PROPERTIES 

The parameters of a certain drilling mud are always exactly measured even in 

the field or in a scientific laboratory. All of my permeability (formation) damage 

related measurements were conducted with real drilling fluid formulations but all of 

them had different parameters. Drilling mud rheological parameters has to be 

precisely measured for drawing real and exact conclusions.  

6.1. MEASUREMENT OF DENSITY 

The simplest method for the determination of mud density is mud balance 

(Fig.13.) 

The procedure of using the mud balance is the following: Remove the lid, fill up 

the cup with the mud until some squeezes out on the vent hole in the lid. Place 

balance on fulcrum rest and when level bubble shows that the instrument is in 

balance the rider will show the density of the mud.  

6.2. MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY 

In the laboratory there are three different ways for measuring viscosity. 

6.2.1. FUNNEL VISCOSITY 

It is used on almost every drilling rig for viscosity measurement. This Marsh 

Funnel viscosity gives a [sec/l] unit and cannot be correlated directly with using the 

rotary viscometer. Procedure: Hold funnel upright and put finger over outlet. Pour 

the sample in until mud level is reached. Remove finger and measure the number of 

 

Figure 13 

Mud Balance 
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seconds of run out. 

6.2.2. FANN 35A VISCOMETER 

A scientific method for measuring mud viscosity is by using this model which is 

a direct indicating coaxial cylinder viscometer. (Fig.14.)  

A cylinder is rotated and the bob is stationary in the mud sample. As it rotates a 

torque arising from the viscous drag of the fluid is exerted on the bob. This type 

rotates with six different speed (RPM: 600, 300, 200, 100, 6, 3) and is designed for 

field and lab use. The rheological parameters can be determined from the dial 

readings by Equations 16; 17; 19 and 20.  

6.2.3. FANN M50 VISCOMETER 

This tool is an HTHP viscometer and its importance is that it is able to measure 

the rheological parameters of the drilling fluid (or any other fluid) at high pressure 

and temperature. (Fig.15.) This device is unique in Hungary. 

The procedure is the following: the sample is poured into the measurement cup, 

the cup is attached to the rotating head, the heating bath is lifted and the desired 

pressure is adjusted by the Nitrogen unit. After this step heating and rotation is 

computer controlled and even the data collection is done by the computer. The 

rotation speed can be adjusted to any between 3 and 600 so more accurate 

 

Figure 14 

Fann 35A Viscometer 
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viscosity readings can be performed compared to the small 35A type. Therefore this 

machine is used only in laboratories.  

For effective drilling, cuttings generated by the bit must be removed. The drilling 

mud carries these cuttings up to the surface, to be separated from the mud. Hence, 

mud must 

be able to carry cuttings and to allow cuttings to be separated and not to be re-

circulated. The carrying capacities of the mud depend on many factors such as 

annular and slip velocities, plastic viscosity, yield point and density. Therefore 

measuring the viscosity and determining the yield point is a very important part of 

laboratory and field practice. My opinion is that the correct measurement can only 

be stated when the applied mud is tested for every condition that can affect it while 

in the well. There are examples from the industry where the incorrect mud 

parameters caused dangerous situations. The safety of a whole project can depend 

on correct calculations and measurement of the applied drilling fluid properties. 

Viscosity changes with temperature can be found in Table 1. and on Figure 4. It 

is obvious that these changes are significant. 

 

 

Figure 16 

Dynamic Filter Press 

 

Figure 15 

Fann M50 Viscometer 
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6.3. MEASUREMENT OF FILTRATION  

Safety is one cause why mud parameters have to be calculated more adequately. 

The other things are technical performance and permeability (formation) damage. I 

will show examples in my thesis how the change of temperature influence the 

filtration properties and permeability reduction. For measuring these effects I used 

Dynamic HTHP Filter Press and I measured 30 minutes filtration rate and filter 

cake deposition.(Fig.16.) 

7. PERMEABILITY (FORMATION) DAMAGE EXPERIMENTS 

The development of drilling mud technology follows the industrial needs but in 

the interest of reducing formation damage the objective is formulating the most 

suitable mud. It is even more important question when the pressure and 

temperature in a well is high and/or special geometry occurs in case of special for 

example casing drilling operations. My goal is to make this selection easier by 

measuring static and dynamic filtration of drilling mud at different temperature.  

The planning of proper mud density can be critical due to the narrow margin 

between the pore pressure and the fracture gradient. In my work I will show the 

results of my experiments that were conducted using the OFITE Dynamic HTHP 

filter press with core 

sample plugs as filters at 

both static and dynamic 

and more realistic 

conditions. The volume of 

spurt loss was also 

measured and compared 

at different temperatures. 

Filtration rate is one of the 

most complex mud 

properties because it may 

be influenced by almost 

any change in other 

properties- rheology, 

composition and particle size distribution- and in this way its effect on formation 

damage21. At elevated temperatures these effects are more significant. 

 

 

Figure 17 

Particles enter into the formation 
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7.1. DIFFICULTIES OF MUD SELECTION 

The applied mud has to remain stable under extreme temperatures and 

pressures and has to have optimized rheology to minimize ECD.  

Oil-based mud has stable rheological properties at elevated temperatures but in 

most countries the use of OBM is not allowed and its use should be avoided in 

areas prone to lost-circulation problems. Thus water-based muds with appropriate 

additives have to be the solution. 

Most mud contains weighting materials. However, differential pressure might 

get these substances to enter into the formation causing permeability damage in the 

near wellbore areas long as the drilling fluid and the wellbore are in contact8,14. On 

the other hand when the mud cake is formed it controls filtration and particle 

invasion (Fig.17.). The common types of damage: 

 particle migration 

 negative effect on permeability 

 water blocking due to high capillary pressure 

These all have negative effects on production conditions4,10,13. 

Thus selecting the appropriate mud that is able to keep the borehole stable and 

form a good internal/external filter cake18 that decreases the filtrate volume and 

invasion depth therefore minimize formation damage, is challenging.   

7.2. COMPARISON OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC FILTRATION 

The need for study of HTHP filtration was brought on by the trend toward 

drilling deeper, hotter holes. Although during drilling filter cake is deposited under 

dynamic conditions, static filtration is still important as during trips static filtration 

occurs. It can take even one-half of the time in wells drilled below about 16000 ft. 

The most important fact to mention is that dynamic filtration has quantities 

which have no counterpart in the static filtration method. Therefore the static 

filtration rate is not necessarily a reliable measure for dynamic rate and vice versa. 

Laboratory studies always had a great interest in modeling borehole filtration 

under either static or dynamic filtration. The fluid flow through a compressible 

porous medium is governed by Darcy's law6: 
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           (21) 

Where: k is permeability, q is flow rate, μ is viscosity, L is length, A is cross 

section 

To calculate the filtration rate the cake's compressibility and the permeability as 

a function of pressure is necessary. As it is not possible from theoretical 

considerations measurements and empirical expressions have to be made. Such 

empirical expressions can be found in the literature. The permeability and 

compressibility are not the same under static or dynamic conditions due to a 

frictional drag and can be defined locally. Supposing the filter cake to be thin 

compared to borehole radius and that filtration is linear Darcy's law can be written 

as following20: 

   
 

 

  

  
          (22) 

As time is also a factor according to filtration: 

      
 

 
          (23) 

Taking that the rate of which the thickness of the filter cake increases is: 

  

  
  

 

 

  

  
                (24) 

The cumulative filtrate volume per unit area of cake surface is: 

    
    

  
            (25) 

It is interesting that Q and t show a square root relationship which seems to 

justify the assumption of cake incompressibility. On the other hand Q and P show 

the same relationship although in reality filtrate volume is quite insensitive of 

filtration pressure. One aim of my measurement is to prove this basic theory.  

Early filtration test showed that by treating drilling fluid with additives static 

loss was reduced while dynamic loss increased at high concentrations. Viscosity 

reduction was shown to be good for decreasing dynamic rate of filtration. The 

additional oil improved static fluid loss but had detrimental effect on dynamic 
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values. According to this, even the same drilling fluid can have different filtration 

rates under static or dynamic conditions. 

If we start dynamic filtration then we stop for a static period when restarting 

circulation the deposited particles of the static section can be eroded. Due to that a 

small increment can be measured in filtration rate15. Dynamic filtration rate can be 

decreased with lower viscosity and circulation rate.  

Besides the basic parameters after solving the boundary value problem for each 

method other variables are involved in Equation 25. Depending on the type of 

filtration, nevertheless 'internal friction coefficient', 'thickness of layer of filter cake 

subject to shear' and 'shear stress at the surface of the filter cake' affect only 

dynamic filtration. For this reason comparing static to dynamic filtration rate is 

difficult. 

7.3. THE NEW METHOD OF FILTRATION MEASUREMENTS AND THE EFFECT OF 

TEMPERATURE ON FILTRATION 

Before the filter cake is fully formed solids and relatively high volume of fluid 

can invade formation which is called spurt loss29. This happens in the first few 

tenths of second before filtrate volume becomes proportional to square root of time. 

Besides particle invasion filtrate incompatibility can occur that causes fines 

migration19 which type of damage is a concern. Conventional drilling mud contains 

large amounts of fine solid particles what create an internal block (internal filter 

cake18) within the formation that is not possible to remove and cause damage to the 

permeability2. 

During drilling fluids damage the formation in three different ways1,20: 

1. Filtration at the bit where the fluid is pushed into the formation (spurt loss 

phase) 

2. Dynamic filtration in the well bore in the annulus during circulation 

3. Static filtration during the trips or any operation where circulation is stopped  

The internal filter cake is formed by particles pushed into the formation is 

difficult to remove although it creates a low permeability shield that helps in 

preventing higher formation damage (deeper solids/fluid invasion). 

Besides these effects temperature is one of the parameters with the greatest 

effect on filtration rates of water- and oil-based mud. One of these effects and 

maybe the most important to mention is reduction in viscosity. This reduction is 
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easy to account for in water based mud. The trend is toward higher filtration rates 

as wellbore temperature increases. 

Effects, other than viscosity reduction, can be in existence accordance with 

increased temperature:  

 thermal flocculation of dispersed solids 

 thermal degradation of filtration control additives  

In case of flocculation even the filter cake is formed with these flocculated solids 

which cause higher permeability structure in filter cake and thus higher filtration 

rates. If settling occurs that also causes poor filtration control. This can be reduced 

at laboratory conditions by stirring and forming the dynamic filter cake first as 

settling is static filtration problem. Stirring also reduces gel structures that develop 

during heat up. 

7.4. NEW LABORATORY PROCEDURE 

The laboratory tests were performed using a dynamic high pressure, high 

temperature filter press (Fig.16.). Against the normal size synthetic (ceramic) filter 

disks, I designed a special core holder of which I was able to use real sandstone 

core plugs (Fig.18.). The sandstone cores' geometrical and petrophysical parameters 

were previously measured and recorded. Before placing core plugs into the special 

core holder they were placed in a rubber cover (Fig.18.) restraining the mud to 

filtrate in through the side of the core plugs. This effect could cause inaccurate 

measurement. Series of my tests can be grouped into two types described below.  

Case A Filtration tests using high permeability core plugs: 

For every test the same mud was used (Ca based/HT/Polymer 1. see Table 3). 

 

Figure 18 

Special core holder 
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The tests were conducted at different temperatures but the same differential 

pressure (500 psi) and in case of dynamic filtration the same 300 rotation per 

minute was used. I target was to get the most accurate results of temperature effect 

on filtration rate either in static or dynamic case. Therefore I chose the other 

parameters also similar. Even the core plug parameters are similar as all the cores 

have good permeability which is between 400mD and 800mD and porosity value is 

all approximately 30%.  

Case B Filtration tests using low permeability core plugs: 

For every test an especially designed mud (Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./a.,b.,c. see 

Table 4) was used considering pore size distribution of the tested core samples to 

achieve the comparatively best filtration results. The tests were conducted at the 

same high temperature (~180°C), the same differential pressure (500 psi) and in 

case of dynamic filtration the same 300 rotation per minute was used. Using similar 

parameters can lead to find a more accurate correlation between filtration rate and 

one specific parameter. The core plug petrophysical parameters are similar since all 

the cores have low permeability between 6 mD and 12 mD.  

I chose 500 psi differential pressure because in a conventional rotary drilling 

operation at least 200 psi differential pressure exists on bottomhole but in case of 

casing drilling as the annulus is smaller the equivalent circulating density and 

differential pressure can be higher than normally.  

According to Dewan and Chenevert34 the shear rate during a laboratory 

measurement is given by: 

  
     

    
                                                      (26) 

Where nr is the rotation rate (rps) and θ is the propeller’s angle with the 

horizontal (in this case 13°). The 300 rpm used in my experiments means that the 

generated shear rate γ=136 sec-1. Typical annular shear rates during drilling are in 

the range 100 to 600 sec-1. 

7.4.1. DRILLING MUDS 

Both of the applied drilling fluids are thermally stable specially designed to be 

used at elevated temperatures on the selected core plug samples. Before the 

laboratory tests I poured the mud in a mud balance (Fig.13) that provides a simple 

method for the accurate determination of mud density which was 1.2 kg/l (10.5 
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ppg). 

This is a dark color polymer mud (See photos in the Appendix) with only a small 

amount of barite because in this case balancing the formation was not important 

but thermal stability and optimized filtration properties were. The fluid contains 

synthetic polymers that can be used temperature above 140°C. Hydration of these 

polymers occurs on higher temperature and therefore to simulate borehole 

conditions before the experiments fluids had been aged in roller oven for 5 hours at 

160°C to get a better hydration. In Case B. when preparing the fluid in question, it 

was intent to adjust its particle size distribution by knowing the pore size 

distribution of the core. The components of the drilling fluids are listed in Table 3 

and 4. The base fluid was a diluted field mud. Prior to each measurement I used the 

mixer and stirred the mud intensively to get a well homogenized fluid.  

Table 3. Components of drilling fluid Ca based/HT/Polymer 1. 

  Component 

1 l/m3 Bactericidal 

2 kg/m3 
HT filtration control additive1/viscosity 

reducer 

4 kg/m3 Filtration control additive1/shale inhibitor 

4 kg/m3 Viscosity reducer, thinner 

15 kg/m3 Shale/Clay stabilizer 

4 kg/m3 Filtration control additive 2 

4 kg/m3 HT dispersant 

6 kg/m3 HT viscosity reducer and stabilizer 

2 kg/m3 Ca source1 and pH control additive1 

3 kg/m3 Ca source 2 

1 kg/m3 pH control 2 

Table 4. Components of drilling fluid Ca based/HT/Polymer 2. 

Mud 
a 

Mud 
b 

Mud 
c 

 Component 

1 1 1 l/m3 Bactericidal 

2 2 2 kg/m3 
HT Filtration control additive 1/ 

viscosity reducer 

4 6 4 kg/m3 
Filtration control additive 1/ shale 

inhibitor 

4 4 4 kg/m3 Viscosity reducer 

15 15 15 kg/m3 shale/Clay stabilizer 

6 4 4 kg/m3 Filtration control additive 2 

4 4 4 kg/m3 HT dispersant 

6 6 6 kg/m3 HT viscosity reducer and stabilizer 

2 2 2 kg/m3 Ca source1 and pH control additive1 

3 3 3 kg/m3 Ca source2 

1 1 1 kg/m3 pH control additive2 

0 0 6 kg/m3 HT Filtration control additive 2 

As previously mentioned rheology is affected by high temperature. The 
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temperature dependence of viscosity is represented on Figures 4 ad 19 for each 

sample, with red and blue curves indicating the heating and cooling cycles 

respectively. The viscosity was measured with Fann M50 HTHP rheometer at 300 

rpm (511 s-1). 

As it can be seen in the Figures, viscosity tends to steadily decrease with an 

increase in temperature. The curves obtained for the heating and cooling phases 

only slightly differ from each other. Thus, it can be concluded that the samples are 

thermally stable. The heat resistancy of the samples is also adequate, as seen from 

the curve types and the similarity of the heating and cooling curves. 

Fig. 19 shows the combined representation of the 3 heating curves. As seen in 

the Figure, the viscosities at 25°C show a small difference and that is negligible at 

~180 °C. 

7.4.2. CORE SELECTION  

Demonstrating the effect of filtration and increasing temperature is more 

realistic if we measure it on real core samples. It is obvious that good and relevant 

but also realistic results can only be achieved if the selected rocks have porosity 

and permeability values that occur in such high temperature formations. All the 

selected cores were previously tested for porosity and brine permeability and the 

recorded data is shown in the Appendix. Typical pore size distribution curve (Fig. 

20.) was made by mercury porosimeter software.  

 

 

Figure 20 

Pore size distribution of the applied core samples 
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Mineralogy and water sensitivity of core samples 

Drilling fluid adjusting is the best for the given rock but beside the petrophysical 

parameters of the sample the mineral composition is also important to know. Water 

based drilling fluids biggest problem can be the inadequate clay stabilization. 

Drilling through water-sensitive formations proper inhibition is important. In case 

of thermal stable mud it is realized with calcium ion cationic stabilization but other 

additives based on different mechanisms are also used. In laboratory practice the 

samples’ water-sensitivity is therefore an important parameter. The proportion of 

the clay content and the water sensitivity of the sample can be defined by 

identifying the cation exchange capacity (CEC). Cation-exchange capacity is defined 

as the degree to which a rock can absorb and exchange cations. CEC is highly 

dependent upon rock texture: the more clay is in the core, the higher the value of 

CEC, [millequivalents/100 g] is. Clay content is important because these small 

particles have a high ration of surface area to volume. It can be defined by a similar 

method as drilling fluid clay content using methylene blue test (MBT). The MBT 

measures the total exchange capacity of a clay system and determines the reactive 

solids content of fluids. The more ions the clay can exchange for methylene blue 

cations, the more reactive the clay is, and the greater the swelling potential is. An 

accurate estimate of the reactive clay content can be performed when only a single 

clay type is present. When unknown clay mixtures are present, the method offers a 

reasonable estimate. If an exact mineral composition is required an X-ray 

diffraction method is recommended. According to these the samples’ CEC was 

measured. The results show that the CEC value of the studied sample is 1 

mekv/100g. Since a rock is conventionally called water sensitive from 1.5 

mekv/100g, we cannot consider the studied sample water sensitive. However, its 

CEC value suggests that the porous system contains a considerable amount of clay 

minerals, which should be properly stabilized. For filtration measurements, Ca-

based muds were used, with clay stability suitable for the studied rock type. All the 

cores were measured at 35 bar differential pressure and 300 rotations per minute. 

These parameters are important because by providing standard conditions we can 

get answer for the different mud behavior and permeability damage value for 

increasing temperature. Optimized drilling fluid control requires some 

measurement to be performed to give information about the nature and types of 

solids (especially clays) that are present in the drilling fluid. The same information 

is also required about the types of formation minerals (especially clays and shales) 

that are being drilled, since they become a part of the fluid system. These muds 
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contain a proper ratio of Ca and other stabilizing additives to inhibit clay effects. 

Therefore, the experiment duly represents real conditions.  

Knowledge of the type of clays in both the fluid and formation will help 

preventing excessive gel strengths, viscosity, density, pipe drag, stuck pipe, 

chemical costs, and borehole instability. As even casing drilling operation has these 

benefits optimized drilling fluid and casing drilling can strengthen each other. A 

complete solids' analysis is the best remedy for maintaining optimized drilling fluid 

properties and maintenance. 

Preparation of the cores 

After selecting the appropriate core samples, the core plugs were placed into a 

drying oven. When drying was finished Mercury porosity measurement was 

conducted. Thereafter to the core plugs that were saturated with 50 g/l KCl 

solution in a vacuum chamber brine permeability was detected. KCL solution was 

used to prevent clay swelling and associated permeability reduction. Samples were 

individually kept in the mentioned solution until placing them into the specially 

made rubber core holder and into the HTHP filter press. (see Fig. 21) 

7.4.3. FILTRATION TEST MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE  

Dynamic (stirring) HTHP filter press has a 500-mL stainless steel test cell that 

has a valve on each end through which pressure can be adjusted. Maximum 

Working Pressure (requires a Nitrogen source of at least 1,500 PSI): 

- Static Mode (No Rotation): 1,250 PSI (8.6 MPa) 

- Dynamic Mode (With Rotation): 800 PSI (5.5 MPa) 

In dynamic case from the top a shaft and a propeller is hanging into the mud 

what is driven by a variable speed electric motor in a range: 20 RPM - 2,740 RPM 

under no strain. The core and the drilling fluid can be heated with an adjustable 

thermostat from 38° to 260°C (100° to 500°F). Filtration is usually measured 

through filter paper or ceramic filter discs. The cell with the special core holder can 

be seen on a schematic figure. (Fig.21.)  
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After placing the core into the bottom end of the cell it was turned and filled 

with the correct amount 

of drilling fluid. The shaft 

end was attached and 

secured. The valve stems 

were tightened and the 

cell was placed back into 

the preheated housing 

and adjusted pressure 

through the valves from 

the nitrogen bottle. Until 

the inside of the cell 

reaches the desired 

temperature pressure 

should be the same on 

both sides. The belt was 

slide over the top cell cap 

assembly and placed on 

the timing belt sheave. 

The cooling water lines 

are attached to the swivel 

at the top end of the 

shaft. Using the speed control knob the mixing speed was set. After the temperature 

has stabilized higher pressure has been adjusted from the top to reach the 35 bar 

difference and from that moment the 30 minutes filtration period begun. After the 

test had finished the cell was reassembled, leftover drilling fluid was collected and 

the core sample was taken out. The collected filtrate volume was corrected by 

doubling the amount as it is suggested in the user’s manual of the equipment.   

In the first few seconds before filter cake forms a spurt loss is collected, after 

that filtrate is collected into a cylinder at 1,2,3,5,7,10,15,20,25 and 30 minutes. 

(See in the Appendix) 

 

 

Figure 21 

The cell inside with the modified core holder 
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Figure 19 

Viscosity for heating and cooling 
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8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, SCIENTIFIC THESIS 

Drilling mud is a vital element of the rotary drilling process. Mud is usually 

made up with clay and other additives that give the desirable properties. The water 

in the drilling mud can be fresh water, sea water or brine. This is the reason why I 

conducted my tests with brine also. 

When circulated down and up in the hole, drilling mud have many functions 

such as cleaning the hole, cooling and lubricating the bit, carrying information 

about the formations and lift cuttings to the surface still the most important is the 

primary well control function as it controls formation pressure and stabilizes 

wellbore during drilling. Besides these functions it has to form a filter cake on the 

wellbore to control fluid loss and formation damage. In a high temperature 

environment when the well geometry is not the usual the planning of drilling fluid 

technology is even more complicated. 

In most of the cases drilling fluids fulfill their functions but as most of the 

drilling process happens overbalanced caused formation damage is unavoidable. 

However we should not forget during planning that our aim is producing the 

explored reservoirs so we have to keep in mind to protect them as much as we can. 

The target of filtration control is minimizing both solid and fluid invasion into the 

productive zones and therefore minimizing the caused formation damage. The 

technique is divided into two types, open hole well completion and cased hole 

completion. In case of open hole completion generally drill-in fluids are applied 

against which high standards are set. Casing drilling belongs to the technique 

where the hole is cased and cemented for completion and therefore the well is 

perforated before production. The expectations against the drilling fluid in this case 

are to form an internal blocking zone to prevent high formation damage. The 

expectation against the blocking zone is to be narrow but give enough shielding 

effect. My laboratory tests indicate the characteristics of the cake. However I also 

need to mention that in case of casing drilling the rotated casing and the smaller 

annular area have plasticizing effects on the filter cake. One aim of my research and 

my scientific thesis is to help this objective.   

1. I have developed, applied and verified a new laboratory experimental 

technique based on HTHP dynamic filter press, a compatible, specially 

designed core holder and the use of selected real sandstone core plugs. 

This technique is applicable for measuring filtration properties of different 

drilling fluids under static and/or dynamic conditions for direct and/or 
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comparative purposes at a wide temperature range (25-230°C) mostly 

simulating downhole conditions and providing the achievable most 

realistic results. Extension of the tests for brine permeability measurement 

of the used core samples enables the recognition and evaluation of 

potential permeability/formation damage effects.   

I conducted my laboratory measurements with Ofite Dynamic HTHP filter press. 

This equipment was originally designed for measurement with filter paper or 

synthetic ceramic filter discs with different petrophysical parameters. 

For fulfilling my goal I had to make a special core holder which is suitable for 

attaching real sandstone core samples. (Fig.18.) This core holder is capable for 

holding a 3.5 cm long and 3 cm in diameter core plug and by this making the filter 

press able to measure filtration on real core samples. The special core holder 

contains a rubber cover which purpose is restraining the mud to filtrate in through 

the side of the core plugs. This effect could cause inaccurate measurement. 

The core holder takes place in the bottom of the cell that is part of the filter 

press equipment. (Fig. 21.) At the bottom of the sample a cap with a valve stem 

closes the cell. Filtrate can be collected through this valve stem. The drilling fluid is 

poured on the top of the sample in the desired amount (taking expansion into 

account). The top of the cell is closed with a cap from which a shaft is hanging into 

the drilling fluid. Rotating fluid making not only dynamic filtration measurement 

possible but also prevents the settling of solids during heating period in case of 

static filtration measurement. 

The pressure can be adjusted from above and below with a nitrogen unit. 

During heating period equal pressure has to be kept from both ends preventing 

filtration before the desired temperature is reached.  

With my modifications real core samples can be measured which is significant 

since tests with filter paper and ceramic disc give good estimation but does not 

reflect on real processes. Beyond this core plugs are inhomogeneous and longer 

then ceramic discs therefore also good for studying solids invasion.  

By measuring brine permeability before and after the filtration tests 

permeability reduction can be detected and formation damage can be studied.   
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2. Based on my laboratory test results I state that with special drilling fluid 

(Ca based/HT/Polymer 1. type) at low-medium temperatures (25°C-120°C) 

on relatively high permeability real cores plugs (400-800 mD) and at high 

temperature (180°C) on low permeability (6-12 mD) real core samples the 

volume of static filtrate is 1.3-4.7 times of the volume of filtrate obtained 

under dynamic conditions in contrary with former results in the literature.  

These are compatible with my following statement that core permeability 

reduction (damage) caused under real dynamic filtration is higher (3-75%) 

than the results of static filtration tests and that lower filtrate volume is 

coupled with higher core permeability reduction (damage) in combination 

with temperature effect.  

Furthermore I proved that the new experimental technique is applicable for 

selecting filtration control additives and therefore optimizing fluid-

composition.  

After the measurements the gained laboratory data has been analyzed and 

illustrated graphically. Comparing A results of 25°C, 60°C, 90°C, 120°C additionally 

the data gained from B experiments at 180°C I have proved that higher temperature 

causes higher filtration rate is valid (except at 120°C where the filtration control 

additive specially designed for this temperature was effective). In this heat range the 

filtration and HT viscosity control additives started to develop their effects. This 

result of my experiment represents that these measurements are suitable for 

selecting and testing of special mud additives. 

The static and dynamic filtration results can be seen in Table 5a and 5b. It is an 

important fact to mention that lowest return permeability belongs to the smallest 

volume of filtrate and the highest filtration rate is coupled with the highest return 

permeability. This means when an effective filter cake is formed it forms even inside 

the rock and plugs it so the return flow through these plugged pores is restricted.  

Table 5.a  Volume of filtrate for Case “A” 

Type of drilling fluid 
T 

(°C) 

30 minute filtrate 
(ml) 

static dynamic 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 1 mud 25 84 65 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 1 mud 60 111 38 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 1 mud 90 184 68 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 1 mud* 120 22 5 

*- treated with special filtration control additive 
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Table 5.b Volume of filtrate for Case “B” 

Type of drilling fluid 
T 

(°C) 

30 minute filtrate 
(ml) 

static dynamic 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 2/a mud 180 240 180 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 2/b mud 180 184 144 

Ca base/HT/Polymer 2/c mud 180 376 130 

On the other hand no matter what is the effect of the temperature on filtration, 

static filtration rate compared to dynamic filtration rate was higher at each 

temperature for both type of temperature stable mud formulation. These results 

also demonstrate that in the dynamic case a less permeable filter cake is formed 

than in the static case. (Fig.22; 23 and 25)This is contrary to the results-measured 

on different filter media-published in former literature. 

After taking the core out of the measuring cell in case of dynamic filtration no 

filter cake was left on the top of the samples or only a thin layer of cake was present 

what fell off with pouring the mud out of the cell (photos in the Appendix). This fact 

and the smaller filtrate volume shows, that in case of dynamic filtration a low 

permeable filter cake is formed even inside the core sample. The statement that 

static filtration rate does not necessarily correlate with dynamic filtration rate has 

also been proved by the gained results as it shows that Mud 2/c gave better 

filtration for dynamic case that 2/a or 2/b but the worst for static amongst all 

using the same conditions during the process.  

Simulating borehole conditions the fact that in dynamic cases there was no (or 

thin) filter cake formed this mud is also a good choice (according to specific annular 

geometry) to drill through formations before reaching the production zone(s).  

Return permeability measurements were conducted on the samples after 

contamination (exposure to mud) that shows it causes high permeability damage 

inside the formation. I also have to mention that only drilling fluid contamination 

has been measured and I did not mention cement slurry. 
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After evaluating the experimental data from driller's perspective and found it 

successful, I started to evaluate it from a reservoir engineer's perspective. According 

to this task I made reverse brine permeability tests on the core plugs that were 

exposed to filtration procedure and the value of the return permeability was given 

by equation (27): 

    
      

  
           (27) 

Where kwmudy is the permeability measured on the contaminated sample and kw 

is the original water permeability and kwr is the return permeability in percentage. 

The permeability damage was higher than expected based on former literature1 

which reported 40-70 % return permeability measured on ceramic discs. In case of 

the real core samples at such high temperature by comparison this values I have 

measured were 5-24% only in dynamic cases.  

  

Figure 22 
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Detailed results can be found in Table 6. In case of static filtration the return 

permeability was higher, nevertheless increasing temperature made these values 

 

Figure 25 

Static filtration (ml) versus time 

 

Figure 23 

 Dynamic filtration (ml) versus time 
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even lower. I also have to admit that the filtrate volume was higher for static 

filtration but the caused permeability damage is lower as the return permeability 

percentage calculated by my equation is higher (Fig. 27).  

On the other hand if I compared filtrate volume and return permeability I found 

that the higher was the filtration in ml the smaller the permeability damage was. 

This is caused by small 

particles which plug the 

core sample and the 

permeability of the filter 

cake is small. When I 

removed the core from 

the measuring device I 

found that there was 

only a thin layer as a 

filter cake (Fig. 24.) 

which means there has 

to be an “inner cake” 

that forms in the first 

minutes of filtration. This 

inner cake leads to very 

good filtration control 

but also it contaminates the formation near the wellbore as particles migrate into 

and are not possible or very difficult to remove. However this created blocking zone 

saves the formation from higher in-depth damage. In case of casing drilling where 

the pressures are higher than conventional drilling, the forming of a zone that is 

capable of shielding the formation against higher damage is very important. The 

connection between the filtrated amount and the permeability reduction can be 

seen on Figure 26 that shows an almost linear relation. 

Table 6.  Return permeability comparison 

Mud type Temp. (°C) 

kwr (after 
static 

filtration) 
(%) 

kwr (after 
dynamic 
filtration) 

(%) 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 1. 

25 99 24 

60 33 8 

90 53 10 

120 14 6 

 

 

 

Figure 24 

Filter cake and contamination of one core 
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Figure 27 
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3. Based on my laboratory data-in a different context- I have concluded that 

at 25°C-180°C temperature range the temperature dependence of 5% KCl 

brine reverse flow permeability reduction after dynamic filtration can be 

calculated by using the following mathematical equation that I have 

created to quantify the permeability reduction constant: 

                
     .  

This method can be applied for estimating and forecasting changes that 

can occur at high temperature for specific systems (Ca based/HT/Polymer 

type muds tested on Algyő sandstone core plugs with permeability range of 

6-12 mD and 400-800 mD). 

 

Based on my filtration measurements with Ca based/HT/Polymer type drilling 

fluid and reverse permeability tests on the selected core samples; which were all 

sandstones from Algyő, Hungary; I found a relation between permeability change 

and temperature. Since we are not able to measure the permeability of the drilled 

formation after we circulated the drilling fluid in the well a possible calculating 

method is really useful.  

Out of this consideration and scrutinize my results of the permeability of the 

contaminated formation I made an equation what is suitable for calculating the 

decreased brine permeability in case if we know the original brine permeability and 

the bottomhole temperature: 

      

  
                            (28) 

Where kwmudy is the 5% KCl permeability after the contamination caused by the 

dynamic filtration, kw is the original brine permeability o the formation and         

is the permeability decrement constant. 

The permeability decrement constant can be determined by reading from the 

chart or by the equation (Eq. 28a) made by me if Tb bottomhole temperature is 

known. (Fig.28.) 

               
                                             (28a) 
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Figure 28 

Chart for permeability decrement constant (κ) 
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4. I proved by my measurements that at 180°C testing temperature the 

weighting (bridging) additives, in special Ca based/HT/Polymer 2.type 

drilling fluid, which changed the particle size distribution of the solid 

phase compared to the sandstones’ pore size distribution resulted lower 

permeability reduction (4-11%) in dynamic filtration cases.. 

 

After the statement that higher temperature leads to higher permeability 

damage it is obvious that I have measured the lowest return permeability 

percentage value at 180°C. I also stated previously that the higher the volume of the 

filtrate at the specific testing temperature typically the lower the return permeability 

percentage is valid and this statement proved to be relevant for Ca 

based/HT/Polymer 2 type mud (Fig. 29).  

This testing previously named Case B, detailed in section 7, was conducted to 

prove that by changing the particle size distribution in the drilling fluid27 still can 

result good filtration at such high temperature. Good filtration means faster cake 

forming and relatively smaller amount of filtrate. On the other hand by adjusting on 

pore size of the cores the return permeability is higher on despite of the almost 

same filtrate volume. This happened because small particles did not plug the core 
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so deeply in this case. 

It can also be seen from detailed results in Table 7 that by using thermal stable 

mud with modified particle size distribution I got favorable return permeability for 

dynamic cases primarily. This result indicates that changing particle size 

distribution in a drilling mud is important both for the drilled formation and the 

temperature effects.  

Well completion in case of casing drilling is made with perforation so the 

permeability damage caused by higher temperature and higher differential 

pressure, if it is limited near to wellbore area, can give positive result since 

therefore productive formation is shielded against higher invasion. Particle size 

adjusting examined by me is important in case of open hole well completion. The 

filtering zone created by the inner filter cake is still proper however the reverse 

permeability is not destructed as greatly as by the not adjusted mud on this 

temperature. 

 
Table 7. Return permeability comparison 

Mud type 
Temp. 

(°C) 
kwr (static 

filtration) (%) 
kwr (dynamic 
filtration) (%) 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./a 
180 16 13 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./b 
180 18 5.3 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./c 
180 39 5.1 

Ca-based/HT/Polimer 1. 
180 15.8 1.4 

Ca-based/HT/Polimer 1. 
120 14 6 
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5. Based on my measurements conducted with Fann M50 HTHP type 

rheometer I concluded that the applied special drilling fluid’s (Ca 

based/HT/Polymer 2. type, density:1200kg/m3) viscosity change 

(measured at 511 s-1 shear rate) in function of temperature (at 45°C-200°C 

range) can be determined by               equation. This provides a 

close estimation for viscosity changes with depth and results a more 

accurate and reliable calculation for hydraulic parameters (ΔPa, ECD, CCI). 

In water or oil based mud bentonite or a similar mineral is used. Bentonite 

swells in water therefore it thickens the mud, gives it viscosity. The viscosity of the 

mud, its thickness or resistance to flow, is one of the most important parameters. 

Its viscosity determines how well the drilling fluid can carry cuttings up from the 

hole. As an important parameter it is very important during proper calculations. 

The increase of the temperature causes reduction in drilling fluid and its fluid 

phase viscosity. When viscosity decreases cuttings carrying capability deteriorates 

and higher amount of filtration is expected. As in high temperature wells the 

temperature changes are significant from the surface to down hole, being able to 

estimate viscosity on the bottomhole is a key element. Based on the results of 

viscosity measurements on Fann M50 HTHP rheometer I made an approximate 

equation (Eq. 29) for calculation of estimate viscosity reduction. Fann M50 on the 

given rotation (typically at 511 s-1 shear rate) measures the mud’s viscosity in 

centipoises (cP) which equals 1 mPas (see Fig. 30). 

                   (29) 

Where µ in viscosity of the drilling fluid, T is temperature and a and b are 

constant depending on the additives. 

Constant “a” changes from 3.271 to 7.411 and “b” varies from 19.75 to 41.94. 

In Table 8 you can a summary of equations of the different mud samples 

viscosity reduction curves for both heating and cooling the mud since these graphs 

are not the same. In the cooling period mud’s viscosity elevates but it does not 

return to the original value so this graph has a different equation for every sample. 

Table 8. Equations of different mud samples viscosity reduction and elevation 

Mud type Heating Cooling 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./a 
(Sample 1) 

μ = -5,462 ln(T) + 32,629 μ = -4,111 ln(T) + 25,234 
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Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./b 
(Sample 2) 

μ = -7,411 ln(T) + 41,942 μ = -5,506 ln(T) + 31,574 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./c 
(Sample 3) 

μ = -3,964 ln(T) + 23,72 μ = -3,271 ln(T) + 19,749 

On the bases of the similarity of these equations I made an approximate 

equation which gives a quite accurate result for calculating viscosity reduction 

versus temperature increasing of Ca based/HT/Polymer 2. type drilling fluid. This 

calculation is important because this type of drilling fluid is applied in Hungary 

when drilling high temperature wells. 

The approximate equation is the following: 

                            (30) 

On Figure 30 a combination of the three samples viscosity reduction and the 

calculated graph can be seen. This proves how well this calculation can simulate 

the changes in the drilling fluid’s viscosity while it reaches the bottom of the well. 

 

Figure 30 
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If we are able to determine the viscosity exactly than we can calculate annular 

pressure loss precisely and therefore ECD calculation is more accurate.  

6. Based on the evaluation of my filtration measurements results I proved 

that in case of dynamic filtration of special drilling fluids (Ca 

based/HT/Polymer 1. and 2. type) tested on natural sandstone core 

samples there is a linear relationship between the filtrate volume and the 

square root of time as well as for static filtration equation.  

Furthermore I concluded that the amount of spurt loss in dynamic 

filtration cases was smaller than in static filtration (such as the total 

volume of filtrate). 

 

Before the filter cake is fully formed solids and a higher volume of fluid invade 

the formation which is called spurt loss. This happens in the first few tenths of 

second before filtrate volume becomes proportional to square root of time.  

In formations with permeabilities greater than a few mD mud cake forms within 

minutes or even seconds after the bit penetrates through. After that the nature of 

the mud cake will specify the rate of invasion. The pressure given by the 

overbalanced drilling is absorbed through the mud cake. On the contrary Outmans 

(1963) stated that in high permeability formations even from time zero the 

overbalance pressure is absorbed by the mud cake. 

Except for one or two instances considering many laboratory experiments on 

static and dynamic filtration (Williams and Cannon, 1935; Prokop, 1952; Krueger, 

1963; Arthur and Peden, 1988; Dewan and Chenevert, 1993, Longeron, 1998; etc.) 

rates were measured through thin filter mediums. In the case of an infinite 

medium, the initial invasion rate is much less, so mud cake will build up more 

slowly.  

The primary object of this work is to compare filtration properties under extreme 

conditions and the permeability damage obtained in the case of sandstone 

reservoirs. The kinetics of mud filtration is an important parameter in terms of 

wellbore invasion since both spurt loss and overall filtration rates impact the depth 

of fluid (filtrate) invasion35. Generally the higher the filtrate losses into the formation 

the larger the depth of fluid invasion is. 

An especially low volume of filtration was experienced in case of Type 1. mud 

treated with special fluid loss control additive at 120 °C. Also small spurt 

(cm3/cm2) and lower slope typify this case. It can be stated that Ca 

based/HT/Polymer 1. type mud can be optimized for different temperature ranges 
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using the proper additives. Detailed results are reported in Table 9 and 10. 

To show the hydrodynamic condition on spurt losses I made Figure 31. with 

values under static condition as a function of values under dynamic conditions. 

This figure proves also that in case of Ca based/HT/Polymer type drilling fluid’s 

filtration through sandstone core plugs from Algyő the spurt loss of static filtration 

is typically higher than under dynamic circumstances. 

Table 9.  

Dynamic filtration tests on core samples from Algyő (6-12 mD and 400-800 mD) 

Mud type 
Temp. 

(°C) 

Filtration Return 
Permeability 

(%) 

Cake 
Thickness 

(mm) 
Spurt(1) Slope (2) 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

25 1.19 1.314 24 2.8 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

60 0.22 0.711 8 1 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

90 1.94 1.485 10 <1 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

120 0.4 0.167 6.5 <1 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
2./a  

180 1.45 2.961 13 1.8 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
2./b  

180 0.09 2.382 5 1 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
2./c  

180 0.05 1.895 5 1 

(1) Spurt is given in cm3/cm2 of core section area 
(2) Slope is given in cm3/cm2/min0.5 

Table 10.  

Static filtration tests on core samples from Algyő (6-12 mD and 400-800 mD) 

Mud type 
Temp. 

(°C) 

Filtration Return 
Permeability 

(%) 

Cake 
Thickness 

(mm) 
Spurt(1) Slope (2) 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

25 1.31 1.692 99 4.5 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

60 1.61 2.139 33 6 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

90 2.64 3.689 53 4 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
1. 

120 0.44 0.434 14 2 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
2./a  

180 0.08 3.768 16 3.5 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
2./b  

180 2.42 3.874 17 3.2 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 
2./c  

180 0.6 7.405 39 2.2 
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Filtration diagrams composed of two parts, the spurt period that shows a quick 

invasion of the fluid phase and the filtration period where the invasion occurs at a 

stabilized or even decreasing flow rate35. When I plotted the cumulative fluid filtrate 

volumes as a function of square root of time in dynamic cases I found the same 

linear relationship as it is well known for static filtration. This relationship is 

illustrated on Figure 32 and 33. 
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Figure 32 
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7. I made combined measurement simulating real downhole drilling 

conditions where dynamic and static filtration periods change. I applied 10 

minutes dynamic than 10 minutes static filtration and 10 minutes 

dynamic filtration right after that. I concluded that filtrate volume gained 

from the 30 minutes combined test on low permeability core plug (7 mD 

Algyő sandstone with Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./a type mud) was smaller 

and the permeability reduction was higher than in only static or only 

dynamic cycles.  

I concluded therefore that combined/simulated filtration tests provide a 

more accurate picture about real conditions and make estimation of the 

volume of downhole fluid invasion more reliable. 

 

Laboratory tests and within filtration tests are elementary for drilling practice. 

Measurements are usually implemented under static circumstances therefore 

dynamic measurements have great significance primarily because these tests are 

exceptional in the industry. All around the world the number of dynamic 

measurements are few so the results are very important. Dynamic filtration tests 

under pressure and temperature are even more valuable as these can result better 

approximation for down hole circumstances. 

Nevertheless even only static or merely dynamic filtration tests are not able to 

give a realistic image about the bottomhole happenings. I aimed to simulate 

downhole conditions therefore I ran a test where the 30 minutes API filtration 

measurement consisted of three, individually 10 minutes, parts. When drilling 

begins, fluid circulation starts. In the first few minutes of this section a mud cake is 

formed. After the increasing equals to the erosion of the cake a dynamic balance is 

reached. After this the cake thickness remains constant but the volume of filtrate 

decreases. According to Outmans20 this can be explained by the compaction of the 

filter cake. When drilling fluid circulation is suspended, e.g. connection time or 

tripping, the pressure difference is lowered because only hydrostatic pressure is 

against formation pressure. In this static section the cake thickens gradually and 

the filtration rate declines compared to the merely dynamic measurement. After the 

trip or connection circulation continues and dynamic filtration happens again. In 

this section the static cake is eroded until a dynamic balance is gained32 again and 

a slight increase of the filtrate volume is experienced. The different stages of this 

combined filtration compared to the merely dynamic filtration, on 180 °C with the 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2./a type drilling mud, is shown in Figure 34. 
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As it can be seen from the chart in the more realistic case, when I supposed 

connection time, the total filtrate volume proved to be less than the entirely 

dynamic case. The formed inner filter cake resulted higher permeability damage 

that expected therefore shielded the formation against higher volume and depth of 

drilling fluid invasion. 

In Table 11 the volume of filtrate and the regained permeability can be seen. 

Table 11. Filtrates and return permeabilities 

Type os fluid T (°C) 
30 min API filtrate (ml) 

static dynamic Stat-dyn-stat 

Ca based/HT/Polymer 2/a 180 240 180 139 

Return Permeability             % 

Changes in               mD 

16 % 13 % 2.4 % 

10.3 1.63 10.4 1.4 7.58 0.18 

 

Figure 34 
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9. SUMMARY, APPLICABILITY OF THE RESULTS AND FURTHER 
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
 

During my experiments I worked on examination of the formation damage 

caused by drilling fluids during drilling a well with a new casing drilling technique. I 

put emphasis on measurements on special conditions. As in present days rotary 

drilling goes deeper we need to count on high temperature and high pressure zones 

especially in Hungary where the geothermal gradient is higher than average. 

Better understanding of the downhole happenings make us able to give more 

accurate calculations for planning and can help us with better estimation for 

production. 

As I intended when I set my aims I made equations that help to calculate a more 

exact equivalent circulating density which is a key element in casing drilling. I also 

proved that being very careful is important when designing a drilling fluid since a 

poor choice can lead to disadvantageous results in permeability damage. My 

measurements revealed that special design in case of a drilling mud can give better 

results in return permeability while still presenting a good seal while drilling. 

The biggest of my goals is that I made a permeability decrement constant curve 

and with that we can calculate how the permeability will change in a formation after 

drilling it with heat resistant drilling fluid.  

I first used high pressure during my measurements because of the special hole 

geometry of casing drilling applications. However extreme conditions can occur in 

case of any other even conventional rotary drilling and my measurement results 

have a great applicability through a wide range of operations. My results have 

decision-making, supporting functions during planning as well since giving better 

understanding of static and dynamic filtration on high temperature and pressure. 

My results can even help reservoir engineers to calculate with more accurate 

reservoir properties. 

I made experiments on special heat resistant drilling mud with sandstone cores 

from Hungary. I collected information on the temperature’s effect and I compared 

static and dynamic filtration in many different aspects. Nevertheless wells are 

drilled with other type of mud into different type of formations as well therefore 

plenty of other conditions are waiting to be explored of which my thesis provides a 

good basis for. 
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APPENDIX 
 

 
A rig with a Top Drive 

 
Hydraulic rig for Casing Drilling in Austria 
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Torque Drive for Casing Drilling 

 
The beginning of Casing Drilling 
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Selected samples 

 
Saturation in the vacuum chamber 
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Ca-based/HT/Polymer 1. type mud   Ca-based/HT/Polymer 2a type mud 

 
Static mud cake at 25°C 

 
Core on the bottom of the cell 
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Core after dynamic test at 120°C 

 
 

 
Dynamic, Static and dynamic filtrate volumes from the combined test 

  

Thin mud cake 

Shielding 
zone 
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Table with detailed core data 

■-static measurement 
■-dynamic measurement 
■-combined measurement 
■-tests with Ca based/HT/Polymer 1 type mud 

■-tests with Ca based/HT/Polymer 2a type mud 

■-tests with Ca based/HT/Polymer 2b type mud 

■-tests with Ca based/HT/Polymer 2c type mud 

 

Sign d l A VT Vs Gs rs Vp f f kw kwmudy API  Temp 
  cm cm cm2 cm3 cm3 g g/cm3 cm3 tört % mD mD ml °C 

1a 3,726 3,380 10,90 36,85 25,48 68,29 2,680 11,37 0,3086 30,86 416,35 411,23 83,8 
25 

1b 3,750 3,500 11,04 38,65 26,26 71,43 2,720 12,39 0,3205 32,05 436,97 105,02 64,8 

2a 3,741 3,365 10,99 36,99 24,75 67,1 2,711 12,24 0,3309 33,09 595,86 195,4 111,2 
60 

2b 3,751 3,263 11,05 36,06 24,44 66,41 2,717 11,62 0,3222 32,22 599,83 49,35 37,6 

3a 3,764 3,398 11,13 37,81 25,90 70,26 2,713 11,92 0,3151 31,51 522,28 278,52 184 
90 

3b 3,759 3,389 11,10 37,61 25,66 69,75 2,719 11,95 0,3178 31,78 589,41 59,54 67,6 

4a 3,724 3,362 10,89 36,62 25,11 66,98 2,667 11,51 0,3142 31,42 765,85 108,77 22,4 
120 

4b 3,714 3,419 10,83 37,04 25,57 68,25 2,669 11,47 0,3096 30,96 768,35 50,04 4,8 

5a 3,726 3,379 10,90 36,84 25,62 68,29 2,665 11,22 0,3046 30,46 633,43 52,84 71,4 150 

6a 3,782 3,395 11,23 38,14 29,05 76,24 2,721 9,09 0,2384 23,84 10,402 1,377 180 

180 

6b 3,782 3,367 11,23 37,82 28,81 75,95 2,721 9,02 0,2384 23,84 10,27 1,629 240 

7a 3,771 3,435 11,17 38,36 33,65 87,04 2,702 4,72 0,1230 12,30 11,95 0,604 130 

7b 3,761 3,447 11,11 38,29 33,58 88,84 2,702 4,71 0,1230 12,30 11,699 0,616 144 

8a 3,748 3,420 11,03 37,73 30,31 74,08 2,718 7,43 0,1968 19,68 6,218 2,421 376 

8b 3,763 3,402 11,12 37,83 30,39 73,67 2,718 7,45 0,1968 19,68 11,751 2,069 184 

9a 3,772 3,416 11,17 38,17 30,64 80,12 2,712 7,53 0,1973 19,73 7,61 0,104 138,8 180 

9b 3,775 3,436 11,19 38,46 30,72 81,12 2,714 7,74 0,2013 20,13 7,24 1,143 198 180 

10a 3,757 3,357 11,09 37,22 29,36 69,86 2,707 7,85 0,2110 21,10 7,58 0,18 139,2 180 


